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THE WAY OF COURAGE

All the bleak choices (in Vietnam) rather inexorably dissolve toward
one . As a wise and sympathetic statesman of S . E . Asia stated to me :
"You are going to leave Vietnam. You are not going to be routed or
humiliated : Your armadas and your bombers make you the greatest pow -
er even in the S . Pacific . But you are going to leave because th e
Berth-bound politics of Vietnam cannot be solved by the airborne cav-
alry of America .

"You now have probably a last decision to make. You may try t o
smother all forces in Vietnam seeking compromise and peace--thu s
pitting them all against you . Or you may try to work with the best
of these forces in their confused attempts at negotiation, so that
the very imperfect end of it all still will allow you to leave wit h
dignity. Your last choice then is clear : Either you will one day
withdraw because you shrewdly appeer to want to--or because i t
plainly appears you have to . Is this really so hard a choice? "

I'It may not seem a hard choice in abstract logic, but it is a ster n
choice in American politics . It would require of Washington almos t
0 convulsion of candor and a revolution of courage. This means the
courage to concede, after all, that the present hope of history for
Vietnam has never been more, in truth, than a nation dealing wit h
Peking much as Poland deals with Moscow . It means the resolve t o
ignore all zealots who still shout their preposterous prescription
that a little more military medicine can cure political sickness .
And it means the wisdom to sense that American repute in Asia is no t
dignified, but diminished by untiring war for the unattainable vic -
tory . . . and American honor is not tarnished but brightened when s o
great a power can say, with quiet assurance : we have Judged poorly ,
fought splendidly, and survive confidently .

"I can think of no other way that the leaders of the U .S . might match
the courage of the soldiers they have dispatched . "

-- Emmet John Hughe s
Newsweek, May 30, 1966



THE FORT HOOD THREE

The U .S . Army in Vietnram is short by three men--the GIs, known as th e
Fort Hood Three, who on July 14 refused to obey an order to travel t o
Vietnam, declaring they believed the war illegal, immoral and unjust .

They were arrested on July 7, just ,; hour before they were to speak
to a public meeting in New York City to explain the legal proceeding s
which they have instituted against the Vietnam war . They are being
held under tight restrictions at Fort Dix, N . J .

They became friends in training and found that they all felt the wa r
in Vietnam was wrong . "Now all we had discussed and thought was reel .
It was time for us to quit talking and decide . Go to Vietnam and ig-
nore the truth or stand end fight for what we . know is right . We have
been told that many times we may face a Vietnamese woman or child an d
that we will have to kill them . We will never go there--to do that--
for Ky! . . . We have made our decision . We will not be a part of thi s
unjust, immoral and illegal war . We want no part of a war of exter-
mination . We oppose the criminal waste of American lives and resources .
We refuse to go to Vietnam! "

Since their announcement the soldiers and their families have been in-
timideted and harassed . They have been supported in their stand b y
civil rights leaders and the anti-war movement .

In a prepared statement, Pvt . David Samas, one of the three, said : :
"The G .I ;should be reached somehow . He doesn't want to fight . He
has no reasons to risk his life . He doesn't realize that the peac e
movement is dedicated to his safety . Give the G .I . something to be-
lieve in and he will fight for that belief . Let them know in Vietnam
that you want them home, let them know that you are concerned abou t
their lives also . Tell them you want them to live, not die . Bring
home our men in Vietnam! "

"The war in Vietnam cannot be stopped just by le gal action . The war
can only be stopped by the efforts of the movement with the sympath y
of the public . . . In the end we depend entirely upon the public, W e
have pieced ourselves in the hands of the people of the U .S ., and al l
of our hopes lie with them . We win or lose depending upon how peopl e
respond . We risk our futures and maybe our lives on the hopes of th e
American public . We need yrur help . "

(Contact the Fort Hood 3 Defense Committee, 5 Beekman St ., 10th floor ,
New York, N . Y . 10038)



RACISM "The great outcry in this country over the possible tria l
IN WAR and punishment of American prisoners of war in N . Vietnam

melees the implicit racism involved in the war clearer .

"Sen . Richard Russell threatens that we will make N . Vietnam a desert
if American prisoners are executed . But we are already bombing both
N . end S . Vietnam back into the Stone Age and no one knows how man y
innocent people are being killed .

"Does any observer believe that all these roads and installations and
suspected Vietcong strongholds are being bombed without the slaughte r
of uncounted thousands? (See Bernard Fell's article in the N .Y . Times
Magazine, July 10) .

"'Where is the outcry by our distinguished Senators over all these Viet-
namese being killed every day? The Senator's revulsion over the possi-
ble execution of 100 or so Americans (horrible as this would be) make s
clear that to most Americans the lives of their countrymen are dear ,
Asian lives are cheap .

"In 1964 in a small village in E . Pakistan e rickshaw puller told me ,
'America is making enemies of all the Asians .' We will continue t o
understand this to our sorrow in the years and decades ahead unles s
we learn to see the war through Asian eyes as well as through our ow n
limited, white, Western nationalist view ." (Letter in N .Y .Times ,
7/22/66, Leonard Gordon, Indian Civilization Program, University o f
Chicago . )

BLACK "SNCC (and CORE) have emphasized 'black power .' This is not a
POWER magic charm of a promised land ; it is a strategy for socia l

change and a mode of organization . Both the strategy and the
mode become clear if the U .S . is understood as an essentially racis t
culture. Yet at the same time Negroes have been an exploited caste ,
they have been taught to seek their salvation in inte :ration--i .e. in
an accommodation to the dominant social values, under white leadership . "

Many people, liberal included, have criticized this development .
"They are now denouncing 3TTCC'3 'black consciousness' as 'racism i n
reverse .'" We doubt these critics would find themselves so upset if
SNCC sought to accept the major premises of American life ; it is pre-
cisely because SNCC is revolutionary--because it is trying to brin g
about a fundamental rearrangement of power in America--that they shrin k
in horror .

(From a statement by Students for a Democratic Society, June 18, 1966 .
There will be more on "Black Power" in the next Peace Newsletter .)



AMERICA AND (The following is a portion of the comments of Sen . J . W .
REVOLUTION Fulbright on the Dominican Republic crisis, reprinted fro m

the Congressional Record, Sept . 15, 1965 . )

"We misread prevailing tendencies in Latin America by overlooking o r
ignoring the. fact that any reform movement is likely to attract Com-
munist support . We thus (fail) to perceive that if we are automaticall y
to oppose any reform movement that Communists adhere to, WE ARE LIKELY
TO END UP OPPOSI!G EVERY REFORM MOVEMENT, making ourselves the prisoner s
of reactionaries who wish to preserve the status quo--and the status qu o
in many countries is not good enough .

	

. . We are not, as we like t o
claim in Fourth of July speeches, the most truly revolutionary country
on earth ; WE ARE, ON THE CONTRARY, MUCH CLOSER TO BEING THE MOST UNREVO-
LUTIONARY COUNTRY ON EARTH . We are sober and satisfied and comfortable
and rich . . . Our heritage of stability and conservatism is a great bless-
ing, BUT IT ALSO HAS . THE EFFECT OF LIMITING OUR UNDERSTArDING OF TFE, .
CHARACTER OF SOCIAL REVOLUTION AND SOMETIMES AS WELL OF THE INJUSTICE S
TFAT SPAN N THEM . "

(The following from "America in an Age of Revolution" by Sen . Fulbright
in Feb . 1966 Progressive . )

"We delude ourselves when we suppose that our own Revolution has any real
relevance to the profound social upheavals th g are taking place :-today in
Asia, Africa and Latin America . We delude ourselves further if we sup-
pose that the forces of change in the emerging nations are likely to b e
consummated everywhere without violence and, profound- social dislocation .
. . . The social revolutions of the 20th Century (are) . . . .Fngry movement s
by people who have always been poor to acquire the national dignity an d
social justice they have never known . These are total revolutions . . .
Whether our own domestic values are to be conserved in the world or ar e
to be swept away in a tide of violent upheaval is likely to be determined
by America's own ability and willingness to support social revolution . "
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